
MEMBRANICAL GAMING KEYBOARD

SILENT HUNTER.

GERMAN DESIGN 
& ENGINEERING



The Horde is the keyboard that executes the gaming essentials to absolute perfection. Inspired by the innovator 
tradition of its Isku forefather, the Horde’s game-changing ace in the hole is Membranical key technology which brings 
mechanical technology to membrane for the first time ever. Its keys feature a fingertip design to enhance distinction 
and key stroke accuracy, and an island layout takes it a step further by eliminating accidental miss-hits while also 
resisting long-term dirt buildup. Quick-fire macro keys, a ROCCAT blue lighting system plus a configurale Tuning Wheel 
and keys make the Horde the silent hunter - the keyboard you should underestimate at your peril.
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INFORMATIONS

FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS

 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

    Windows® 7, Windows® 8,  
Windows® 10

  USB 2.0 port 
   Internet connection  

(for driver installation)

Low-prof i le
  macro keys

Tuning wheel

 TECH SPECS 
 

   ARM Cortex-M0+ 50MHz  
(48MHz for actual use)

   512kB on board memory  
(external)

   1000Hz polling rate
   1.2mm actuation point  

for macro keys
   LED driver, 256 steps  

PWM control
   Wheel encoder with 20 steps
   1.8m braided cable
   910g weight
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   Fingertip design keys with improved distinction, island 
layout that resists dirt

   Configurable Tuning Wheel for on-the-fly control
   Membranical keys with precise midway  

travel actuation point
   Quick-fire macro keys with low profile to avoid  

accidental miss-hits
   ROCCAT® lighting system with iconic blue color
   Improved anti-ghosting ensures every key stroke is 

registered
   ROCCAT® Swarm - comprehensive  

driver & software suite

MEMBRANICAL 
GAMING KEYBOARD

Volume

Brightness

Color

Hotkey
360 °

dpi

Windows 10 dial 
   functional ity

ROCCAT
LIGHTING SYSTEM

TUNING WHEEL 
AND KEYS

ROCCAT’s iconic blue color  
comes to life in a customizable  
lighting system featuring  
adjustable brightness and  
illumination effects.

Membranical represents the perfect 
compromise between membrane and 
mechanical. Its fast midway travel 
actuation point provides the most 
precise and responsive key stroke ever.

The Tuning Wheel and keys provide 
fast and intuitive control for 
multimedia, illumination, brightness, 
dpi and volume, and can be custo-
mized completely to suit each gamer.

MEMBRANICAL 
KEYS


